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CHAPQ^ERI
INTRODUCTION

Probability learning tanks have oeen used to investicato
the
problem solving ability of children.

Typically, the subject is

presented xd.th an apparatus containing an horizontal array of
three knobs (Stevenson and Zigler, 1958).

One knob is arbitrari-

ly designated "correct" by the experitrtonter and is reinforced,
while the other two knobs are never reinforced.

The subject's

task is to select one of those knobs in an effort to obtain a mar-

ble reinforoemont.

The knob designated "correct" may be programmed

vdth various percentages of reinforcement, ranging from

In a typical experiment (Weir, 196^0 employing less
forcement (e.g., rewarding subjects for

tv70

O;^.

tVian

to

lOO:^,

100^ rein-

out of every Uitoq cor-

rect responses), and using children from various age levels, specific types of responding emerge.

observed is that of maximization.

One response strategy frequently

In maximization, a subject con-

sistently chooses the stimulus knob which is more frequently reinforced.

Subjects

\iho

respond in this manner reach a high terminal

level of correct responding.

Weir (196^;

196?) observed that max-

imization is characteristic of the younger (3-5 years) subjects and

also of college-age adults;

hovjever,

"middle-age" children (7-10

years) were found to show the least amount of maximizing behavior.
Instead, those children fre.quently employc-d a simple left-middle-

right

(IJIR)

or right-iniddle-left (RML) response strategy.

As a

2

consequence of this strategy, the terminal level of
correct res-

ponses for children within this age range is belw.; that
of subjects (both younger and older) who use the maximization
strategy.

Weir (1964;

/

1967) suggests that these differences in response

strategies inight be due to the different expectancies the subjects

have about the three-choice probability task.

Subjects may bring

to the task an expectation that 100 per cent reinforcement (reward

on every trial) is possible, and thus \^11 continue to vary their

behavior until a "perfect" sequence of responding is reached.
on the other

liand,

a subject does not hold such expectations,

If,

or

if these expectations have been extinguished during the task, he

then should be more likely to "maximise."
wStevenson and Weir (1959) hypothesized that if differing ex-

pectancies of success accourjted for the two types of response patterns, then the performiance of older (9 years) children on a prob-

ability learning task would differ from that of yoxmger (3,5f7 years)
children.

It was

assuj!ied

that older children have more familiari-

ty with soluble problems and are more motivated to tackle "adultlike" problems.

Therefore, older children would be less likely to

accept less than

100,^

reinforcement.

Since they expect more success,

they will vary their behavior in an effort to obtain 100%' reinforcement.

As predicted, performance differed as

a function of chrono-

logical age, with older subjects responding less frequently to the

reinforced stinralus than younger subjects.
tvro

levels of partial reinforcement (33^ and

These findings held for
66'%).

In another experiment ^Stevenson and Zigler (I958,
Exp. II)

looked at the performance of normals and mentally
retarded subjects

who had been matched for mental age.

They reasoned that dm^ing

everyday activities, normals experience a great deal of
success.

The daily experience of mental retardates, however, are characterized primarily by failure.

Consequently, mental retardates have

learned to expect and to settle for loxxer degrees of success.

This

expectancy hypothesis was tested in the three-choice probability
task under throe levels of reinforcement (100%, 66^, and

J%)

Consistent with the hypothesis, the terminal level of correct res-

ponding in both the 66^ and 33^ conditions was higher for mentally
retarded subjects than for normals.

In a similar study Shipe (i960)

tested normals and mentally retarded subjects on a 2-choice prob-

ability task.

The subject's task was to predict which of two

stimuli would occur \jhen they vjere presented in (1) a 60 to kO

per cent ratio and (2) an 80 to 20 per cent ratio.
not differ in choosing the 80 per cent stirmlus.

The groups did
However, in

choosing the 60 per cent stimulus, the mentally retarded subjects

had a higher level of terminal performance.
The idea of a subject's differing expectancy for task success

has been extended to areas other than mental retardation.

Gruen

and 2igler (I968) investigated the problem solving ability of mid-

dle- and lower-class 6-year-olds.

Their predictions about the ex-

pected amount of maximizing behavior

\<;oTe

based on reasoning simi-

lar to that used to predict differences between normal and mentally

retarded subjects.

Gruen and Zlglor assumed that lower-class

children had a groator history of failure than did
middle-class
subjects, and as such, the lower-class children should
show a creator

incidence of the maximie.ing strategy in the three-c}ioico task.
This h;ypothosis

\ias

confirmed.

Worn (196?) has reported simillar

findings i^ith 5~, 6-, and 10-year-old middle- and lower-class
children, with the lower-class children making fewer pattern responses.

Grucn and Zigler (I968) also employed success and fail-

ure experiences prior to the probability learning task in an effort to manipulate expectations.
effect on performance.

A separate social class analysis revealed

that this manipu:Lation
dren.

This pretraining had no overall

vjas

not successful with the lower-class chil-

Apparantly the rather short-term E\iccess experience was in-

adequate to overcome the general attitude or oxiooctancy that

lox'rer-

class children may have held about their potential for success.

In contrast, training

vrith

low degrees of success did affect the

subsequent performance of middle-class chrlldren.
loi-7

Ironically, the

degrees of success tended to increase the choice of the rein-

forcing stimulus over that following pretraining with high degrees
of success.

Stevenson and Zigler (1958;

pro-task experiences of

with low

(33,'^

All subjects

tlie

subject by giving pretraining on games

reward) and high
vrere tht^n

Kxp, III) also manipulated the

(lOO'j^

revjard) degrees of success.

given the tliroe-choice probability learning

task under 66^ reinforcement.

The results shovred that those sub-

jects who received only

more frequently.

J^f.

reinforcement chose the reinforcing knob

Those findings are consistent vath the "expectancy

of success" hypothesis.
Recently, Grucn, Ottinger and Ziglor
(1970) investigated the

problem solving strategy of middle- and lower-class
children in
terms of their Level of Aspiration (LOA).

In keeping with the ex-

pectancy of success hypothesis, the results indicated that childi-en
VTith

high LOAs v;ere loss likely to use a mximizing strategy than

wore children

vn.th

lower LOAs.

It should bo noted, however, that

this was ordy true for subjects in the middle-, but not in the
lower-class.

In another recent attempt to extend the literature concern-

ing the expectancy of success hypothesis, Ollendick and Gruen
(1971) made predictions about the problem solving strategies that

would be employed by children differing in level of n Achievement,
These investigators found that children

made more

D-iR

and

W-IL

vjith

high n Ach scores

patterns, than low n Ach children, while the

low n Ach children maximized and made more correct responses.
Gruen and Ottinger (19^9) wore interested not only in replicating the findings of the Gruen and Zigler (I968) study, but also

in further extending the expectancy hypothesis.

In re-considering

the response pattern of the lovjer-class subject, they felt that one

explanation for the quick abandonment of the LIR or

RJIL

response

strategy is the fact that the subject continues to have a
of success.

lev;

level

As such, he does not continue to perceive the task as

one which is solvable.

Instead, he begins to perceive the outcomes

of the task as independent of his

dictable.

oi-m

actions, and thus, unpre-

Gruon and Ottinger have Ij^belled this
behavior as

"externally controlled- or "chance-oriented."

The subject

v;ho

construes the task in this manner, then chooses
the more frequent-

ly reinforced stimulus because it results in
a higher level of reinforcement than he would ordinarily expect.

In the Gruen and

Ottinger (I969) explanation, the middlc-class child
is viewed as

"internally controlled" or "skill-oriented."

Because of his prior

history of success in solving problems, he comes to believe
in his
o\m problem solving abilities.

Thus, when presented \^dth a problem

that yields only 66i reinforcement, he continues to vary his beha-

vior in an effort to find a level of reinforcement that is more
satisfactory.

Because of the nature of the throe-choice task,

his terminal level of correct responses must, of necessity, be
low.

Since it is likely that not all middle-class children are
"skill-oriented" nor all lower-class children "chance-oriented,"

Gruen and Ottinger (I969) identified middle- and la-jer-class third
graders having both of these orientations by their scores on the
Cromx^rell

1965).

Locus of Evaluation-Control Scale (CLOE-C;

see Miller,

It was predicted that within each socio-econmic group the

internally controlled, "skill-oriented" children would

shoi<r

less

maximizing and more patterning than externally controlled, "chanceoriented." children.

The subjects vrere administered the typical

probability learning task, under 66^ reinforcement for 120 trials.

The results showed a significant main effect for orientation,
vdth
the mean number of correct responses for "chance-oriented"
subjects
equal to 79.^, and those for the
to 63.8.

"

skill-orientod" subjects equal

These findings provide strong support to the hypothesis

that the "externally-oriented" subjects do employ a maxi^iizing
strategy.

However, other results were not as clear.

There

vras

a

significant Social Class X Orientation interaction for the mean

proportion of variable responses accounted for by
terns of response.

Dffi

and

RIU.

pat-

The middle-class "skill-oriented" subjects had

a much higher proportion of their variable responses accounted for

by pattern responses than did the middle-class "chance-oriented"
subjects (.6^ and .36,respectively)

,

whereas the proportion of the

"skill- and chance-oriented" subjects in the lower-class who

ifia.de

pattern responses were quite similar (.33 and .38, respectively).
From the results it appears that wdthin the rd-ddle-class,

sk3.11

and chance orientations seem to be associated with different strategies for subjects in a probability learrdng task.

The "skill-oriented

subjects were responding in an LMR or RML pattern on over

their variable responses.
subjects shovred very little

-60^ of

On the other hand, "chance-oriented"
LI-IR

or roiL responses.

VJhile these lat-

ter subjects did vary their responses, this was not done in a con-

sistent manner,

A related, but different investigation, would be to determine
the effects of Chance and Skill instructions on the performance of
internally controlled, "skill- oriented" subjects, and externally
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controlled, "chance-oriented" subjects.

One would expect there to

be some "match" between the orientation of
the subject and the

particular "set" which the instructions introduce.

may be affected in unusual

xrays,

Perforinance

for the "internal-external" control

dimension is not a simple concept.

This construct was developed

to determi.no the degree to which an individual
accepts responsibility
for what happens to him.

Rotter, r.eeman and Uverant (I962) put

forth the general principle goveridng the "internal-external"
constru.ct.

It is as follows:

internal control refers to the porcep»

tion of positive and/or negative events as being a consequence
of
ono's

o-vm

actions and thereby under personal control;

external

control refex's to the perception of positive and/or negative events
as being unrelated to one's o^m behaviors in certain situations

and therefore, beyond personal control.

.

Thus, if an "internally

controlled" individual achieves success in a particular area, he

is likely to attribute this success to his own ability.

On the

other hand, an "externally controlled" individual is likely to

attribute his success to fate, chance, or luck.

However, specific

instructions may interact vdth these orientations.
The previous investigations examining the effects of orientation on the probability learning task have looked at orientation
as a broad, global concpet.

That is, does the individual attribute

the success or failure he receives in general, everyday events, to
himself, or to some external force such as chance or fate?

There-

fore, general locus of control scales have been used to determine

a Gubject's orientation.

However, if the three-choice probability

learning task can be viewed as an achievement
(problem solving)
task, then, an achievement-oriented
"internal-external" control

scale would bo expected to give more accurate findings
in terms of

the effects of orientation.

Using an achievement-oriented "internal-

external" control scale, Garrett and Willoughby (19?1) have found

differences botvreen Internals and Externals on a learning task.

The Present Research
It

vxas

the purpose of this study to look more closely at the

particular strategies or cognitive stylos employed by Internals
and Externals in the probability learning task.

Specifically, this

study sought to replicate portions of the C-ruen and Ottinger (I969)

study and also to extend the ideas, concerning the behavior of

"internally controlled" and "ext.ernally controlled" subjects in a

probability learning task by manipulating instructions and percentages of reinforcement.

This study looked at both the actual

perfoiinance of Internals and Externals and their subjectively

perceived performance.

Performanc e Kypothose_s
The design of this experiment was a 2 (internal versus exter-

nal orientation) X 3 (skill vs chance vs neutral instructions) X
2 (66^ versus 33i- reinforcement).

This study

v;as

primarily con-

cerned vdth the various interactions which may occur.

Specifical-

ly, what are the reactions of individuals from these particular

orientations (internals, externals) to specific structui'od instruc-
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tions and to differences in the percontage of reinforcement?

liZES^S^es:

Although

Main Effects

V/eir (196^4)

and others have established that "middle-

age" childi-en tend to employ an

m

or

Rl'IL

response pattern, it is

assigned that the particular orientation of the subject, and not

his age, vdll exert a maxiinal effect upon his performance.

It is

hypothesized that because Internals believe in their own ability
to solve problems and therefore, have a higher e^cpectation of success, they will

shox-:

patternD.ng behavior or variability in res-

ponding in an attempt to reach 100 per cent reinforcement.

Exter-

nals, because of their low expectancy of success, or because of

an attempt to avoid failure, vdll maximize or consistently respond to the reinforced knob.

This main effect hypothesis is

consistent vdth studies investigating the expectancy notion (Weir,

Stevenson and Zigler, 1958;

1964;

Shipe, I96O;

Odom, 196?;

Stevenson and

V/eir,

1959;

Gruen and Zigler, I968).

The only studies to look at instruction effects in a prob-

ability learning task were that of
(196'^).

V7eir (19^2)

and Gruen and Weir

Inforrtdng subjects that there was a way to obtain a re-

ward on each trial, that there was no way, or giving no instructions,
had no overall effect on the children's performance.

Even adding

a penalty condition (Gruen and Weir, 1964) in which the subject had

to return a reinforcer for each incorrect response, did not have

any effect on performance.

Instructions were ineffective in get-

ting children to relinquish any sets or hypotheses about the task

11
vliich they

my

bring ^ath them.
,

Thus, it is hypothesized that

all instruction groups will show approximately the
same levels of

response maximization.

It was hypothesized that there would be more choices of
the
correct knob by the

forcement group.

reinforcement group than by the 33^ rein-

(>G1o

The percentage of reinforcement has been shoi^n

to affect the performance of subjects in many instances (Stevenson
and Zigler, I958;

Hypotheses:
1.

ment.

V/eir,

196^1),

Interactions

Internal- External Orienta tion X '^^'^^^'^^^^-^Jp^_^:^r^:^_S^r.
The following hypotheses were

roade:

(1) Under 66^ rein-

forcement the Internals will vary their responses, T^hile Externals

vdll maxiraize their responses.

This hypothesis is consistent with

the expectancy of success hypothesis (Stevenson and

Stevenson and Ziglor, 195^;

Gmen

V/eir,

and Zigler, I968;

1959;

Gruen, Ot-

tinger and Zigler, 1970), and with reinforcement effects in prob-

ability learning.

However, (2) Under 33^ reinforcement perform-

ance may be affected in an unusual manner.

Internals, who are

accustomed to a much higher level of success, may perceive this
situation as failure.

Since patterning yields a relatively low

level of success, it may be that Internals

\AY\.

begin to maximize

their rusponscs in an attempt to acldeve some success.
on the other liand,

Externals,

should demonstrate response maximization from

the outset of the study,

V/ithout exception, it has been found

that the terroinal level of performance varies directly xrith the

12

level of reinforcemont for tho most
freqquent event (Weir, 1964;
Little, Brackbill, Isaacs, & Smelkinson,
I963).
2.

Z^.^aJ^j^ornal_i^

X InGtrviction.

Although no

main effect of instruction is expected for
reasons previously cited,
the instruction variable may combine in a coraplex
way vdth other

variables.

-

Just how skill and chance instructions Td.ll
interact

with "internal-external" orientations in a probability
learning
task is still an empirical question.

Tho effects of skill versus chance instructions on the
performance of Internals and Externals has been investigated in areas
outside of probability learnj.ng.

Instructions about the reinforce-

ment contingency of a task (ambiguous perceptual tasks) have led
to different behaviors on the part of "external" and "internal"

individuals.

If a task is described as one requiring skill as op-

posed to chance, marked changes in behavior are evidenced (Phares,
1957;

Rotter, Liver ant and Croi,me, I96I).

For example, the usual

superiority of partially reinforced groups over a continuously re-

inforced group is not fomid with skill and chance instructions (James
and Rotter, 195S;

Blackman, I962).

Under the different instructions

subjects' betting performance, in many instances, begins to resem-

ble that of the "gambler's fallacy."

The subjects idll decrease

betting after success, and increase after failure (Cohen, I96O).
In view of these findings, it

vras

hypothesized that chance versus

skill instructions in a probability learning task may affect the

performance of Internals and Externals.

The follov.dng b-jn^othoses
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wero made:

1(a) Under skill instructions Internals

their responses.

Ml pattern

The instructions call for the response
strategy

that the Internal is most likely to use.

He believes that ho can

control the outcomes through his ovm ability.

1(b) Under chance

instructions Internals vdll again pattern their
responses, but for

very different reasons.

Since the instructions specifically state

that "no matter what you do, you can not get a marble on
every
trial," Internals will then use their resources to generate
hy-

potheses about the predictability of when a reinforcer will

occui'.

This id.ll allow them to maintain some internal control over the
task.

1(c) The neutral instructions are considered the control or

baseline condition.

It was hypothesized that the amount of pattern-

ing for Internals will fall somer-jhere between the skill and chance

instruction groups.
The hypotheses concerning the behavior of Externals are as follows:

2(a) Under skill instructions, it

v;as

hypothesized that i-

nitially Externals will comply with the instructions.
vTill

That is, they

initially vary their behavior in an attempt to get reward on

every trial,

Hoa/ever, after meeting v;lth little success (relative

to the instructions) Externals will revert to response maximization.
2(b)

Under chance instructions, Externals

ponses.

vrill

maximize their res-

These instructions particularly fit the orientation of Ex-

ternals which is that reinforcement is beyond their ability.
is due to external forces.

2(c)

It

Under the neutral (control) in-

structions, it was hypothesized, that E>d:ernals will maximize their

14

responses.

Their terminal level of correct responding
will be some^

what lower than in the chance condition,
but higher than the skill
condition,
3-

l2lLQi'i]aL-j^^

Liiistruction.

of Re inforcement

The situation represented by this interaction
can

be most clearly described in terms of a
discrepancy model.

The hy-

potheses concerning this interaction were based on
the follw^ing
assumptions:

(1)

Each subject enters the task vdth a subjective

probability of success,

r,(P ).

This construct is, for all practical

purposes, interchangeable vdtli the "expectancy" concept.
in the Atkinson theory of Achievement Motivation

(I96/-I.),

As set forth
the sub-

jective probability of success, S(P), is based on the past experience
of success that an individual has experienced in similar
tasks.

The 3(P) can be high, moderate, or low.

Internals than in Externals.

(2) the S(p) is higher in

This assumption is based on the pre-

viously cited literatui'e concerning Internals and Externals and on
the expectancy hypothesis.

This assumption is essential if a dis-

crepancy model is to be applied.

The chance and skill instructions set up a "social standard,"
(SS) against which the individual must judge his performance.

Under

the skill instructions, reward on every trial (100^ reinforcement)

is the SS that is set up.

However, the actual level of reinforce-

ment that can be acliieved is either
specific group.

66^^

or

335^

depending upon the

Thus, in view of the assumptions of the model, the

difference between the subjective pi'obability of Internals, S(P)
I

and the SS is less than the difference between the subjective prob-
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ability of Extornals.

and the SS.

r,(P)

E

in tho following way:

S5i

This can be represented

<^

~ S(P)

SS - S(P)

I

E

If, as has been previously raentioned,

the actual probability

of success, (AP). is 66%, then there
is a greater discrepancy from

the S(P) for Internals than for
Externals.

As a result it was

hypothesized that Internals would interpret this
as faitee and thus

vary their performnce in an effort to achieve
a closer match to
tho

Externals, whose 3(?) is closer to the AP
(66^),

tinue to maximize thoir responses.
r>(P)

van

con-

(For example, if the "high"

of the Internal is .85 or higher, and the "low"
S(P) of the

External is .50 or lower, then these hypothesized results
vdll
obtain.

Under an AP of

33,^

both groups are highly discrepant from the

Under these conditions it was hy^^othesized that Internals and

SS.

Externals should behave similarly.

In an effort to reduce the dis-

crepancy between the 3S and the AP, both groups

vrill

begin to vary

their responses.
Under chance instructions, v;hich represent an SS or
ment, very different conditions obtain under an AP of
ment.

The AP

tho

vihich has

55S

\-7hich

66^^

50fo

reinforce,

reinforce-

Internals and Externals achieve is greater thon

been set up.

discrepancy between the

Sf.

It was hypothesized that since the

and AF is in a positive direction and

both groups are achieving success, the performance of Internals and
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Externals £;hould be similar.

Both groupr- should maximize their

responses.
An AP of

33,^

represents a negative discrepancy for both croups.

They are doing worse than the 33,

It is hypothesized that Ex-

ternals vill maximize their responses, while Internals
will vary
their responses since the discrepancy is greater for
Internals
than for ri<:ternals.

To summarize, it appears that the
chance instructions condition and the

3%

reinforcement under
reinforcement under

66^'

skill instructions condition are sensitive to the "internal-ex-

ternal control" dimension.
beliavo quite- differently:

Under theso conditions, the

txro

groups

Externals maximize their responses

Internals vary or pattern their responses.

Under

66-i

vMle

reinforcement,

chance instructions, both orientation groups maximize their responses,

while under

33;'

reinforcement, skill instructions, both groups

vary their responses.
Under neutral instructions the hypothesis for Internals

vras

that in general, they would demonstrate response patterning.
vrill

be more evident under

forcement.

66fo

reinforcement than under

33;^

This
rein-

For Externals, it was hypothesized that their overall

response would be that of maximization.
evident under

66^d

Again, this will be more

reinforcement than under

33"^

reinforcement.

Perceived Performance Hypotheses (Subjects' E\^aluative Ratings)
The general hypotheses advanced in terms of the performance
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measure may be further complicated by
introducing yet another factor.

If, during the task subjects are
periodically asked to eval-

uate their performance, how

xd.ll

Internals and Externals respond?

Since it was hypothesized that Internals and
Externals do enter
the task vath differing expectations about
outcomes, then specific

hypotheses can be made in terras of
ago of reinforcement.
1(a) and 1(b).

ty^^o

of instruction and percent-

The hypotheses are illustrated in Figures

Figure 1(a)

shovrs

the hypothesized performance of

Insert Figures 1(a) and (b) about hero

Internals and Externals under three instruction conditions and

percentages of reinforcement.

was considered first.

tvro

The evaluation of internal subjects

If an Internal is given skill instructions

(reward is possible on every trial) and then receives only 33%

reinforcement, he should rate his performance very poorly.

receiving

66'^

reinforcement should be rated poorly.

Even

Under neutral

instructions, a situation in which no anchor points are available,

but one in which the subject can apply any strategy he thinks up,

performance should be rated poor under 33p reinforcement and only
slightly better under 66^ reinforcement.

an Internal should rate

33fo

Under chance instructions

reinforcement as poor although slightly

better than in the other instruction conditions.

After being told

that a marble is not possible on every trial, an Internal might

logically rate his chances of receiving a marble at 50-50.

Yet upon
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receiving

66^^

reinforcement, he may rate his performance as

average rather than veil because this is still
belou an acceptable

level of success.

If indeed Externals bring to the task a different
set, a
lowered expectancy of success, then' very different
hypotheses are

advanced concerning their self-evaluative ratings.
instructions, Externals shculd rate

33^^

Under skill

reinforcement as poor.

On

the other hand, 66^ reinforcement is approaching the
average eval-

uation

rriark.

In the chance instruction condition, a situation in

which they can not expect to receive a marble every time, no matter
what they do, receiving 33^ reinforcement is not such a poor performance, but receiving 66^ reinforcement

neutral condition, performance under

33/,

j.s

even better.

In the

reinforcement is rated

slightly bettor than in the skill condition (33^).

Performance

in the 66^ reinforcement condition is slightly better than average.

Figure 1(b) shows the hypothesized difference scores in the

evaluations of Internals and Externals for the conditions illustrated
in Figure 1(a).

In all instances, the ratings of Externals was

hypothesized to be higher than that of Internals for both percentages
of reinforcement in the three instruction groups.

In general,

performance under 66^ reinforcement was rated higher than that under
33^ reinforcement.

Also, on the average, performance under the neu-

tral condition was rated slightly higher than in the other

tvro

con-

ditions.

It

\<!SiS

further expected that there vrould be a positive corrc-
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lation between the actual perforuianco of
Externals and Internals
and the evaluative ratines of their
performance.

performances are good or poor, then

thi.-j

If the actual

should be reflected in

the evaluative ratings of the subjects.
The model illustrated in Figure 1(a) is based
on the assumption that Internals and l^xternals enter
a task

wj.th

subjective probabilities of success for the task.

It is felt that

different

this model accurately represents the real life
situation.

The whole

concept of "internal" versus "external" control is
based on tho
fact that some individuals believe that the
reinforcements

receive are a result of
expect success.

t}ioir own action.

tho^'

Thus, they begin to

Others claim no control over the outcomes and

generally develop low e:qDoctancies of success.
It is conceivable, however, that the difference between the

subjective probability of success for Internals and
equal to zero or is approaching zero.

i'bctornals is

In effect, this hypothesizes

that Internals and Externals each enter a task with a similar set
or expectation and then is differentially affected by the outcomes

encountered during the task.

Differences in performances, however,

would still be attributed to the particular orientation tho individual possesses.

A third possible model is one based on the assumption that tho
magnitude of the difference betv/een tho subjective probabilities
of success for Internals and Externals varies over trials.
is similar to the fluctations of the "level of aspiration."

This

As
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tho individual encounters success and/or failiu^o
diiring tho
he shifts his "level of aspiration" either up or

do>;n.

tafA-,

The

"internal-external control" construct is rarely considered in
terms
of a time sequence vAth trial by trial changes.

Rather, it is con-

sidered as a chronic social dimension of the individual,
useful in
coping with favorable and unfavorable consequences of a task.

All

of those considerations give support to the suspected acciu-acy of

the first model proposed.

Response Latency Hypotheses
It was hypothesized that tho response latency (time between
onset of signal light and the subject's response) would be longer
for Internals than for ^eternals.

It has boon previously hy-

pothesized that Internals vdll make more response patterns.

Thus,

for this subject, it will take a longer time to decide which knob

ho must push.

He must be aware of

the other hand, for the Pixternal,

\Nrhere

v;ho

he is in his pattern.

On

was hypothesized to make more

response maximization, the latency score will be relatively short.
This subject has only to push the same response knob trial after
trial.
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METHOD

5'>u

b;ioctn

Tho subjects in this oxpcrimont v/oro 120

foiirt}:i,

fifth and

sixth graders attending olemontary schools in Amherst,
llassaohu1
sottc.
On tho basis of thcdr scores tho siibjocts v;oro solootod

from a larger population of

3^10

cl)ildron vrho had boon administer-

ed tho Intolloctual Achiovcmont Responsibility ficalo (lAR).

subjects ranged in ago from 8-12 years.
68 boys.

All subjocts

vrcro

Tho

There v;oro 52 girls and

vjhito and from tho middlo-clUss.

Matnrials and Apparatus
rjcale.

This scale (Crandall, Katkovsl<y and Crandall,

distinguishes botvroon children who accept responsibility for

19^j5)

their academic succgssgs and failures (designated "Internals") and

children

vjlio

credit others for their successes and faiD.uros (desig-

nated "PJxtGrnols" )

Appendix A).

.

It is composod of

3''-

forced choice items (see

Kach item stem describes cither a positive or negative

achievement experience which usually occurs in a child's daily life
For example:

1

The author vrir:hos to express hor gratitude to Mr. MichaoD.
Greemebaum, principal of Mark's Meadow School and to Kr. Justin
O'Connor, ])rincipal of Crocker Farm School for thoir cooperation
in providing subjocts for this oxporimont.
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If a teachor passes you to the next grade v/ould it
probablj'- be
a

bocausG she liked you, or

b

because of the work you did

The alternatives follora.ng the stem give credit either to

oneself or to others in the immediate environment.

Alternative

(a) reflects "external" orientation, vrhile alternative (b) reflects

"internal" orientation.

An individual's internal score is the sum

of all positive events for which he assumes credit, and all negative

©vents for which he assumes blame.

Higher scores on this scale in-

dicate increasing internal control, while lower scores indicate oxtornaD. control.

Thus, the highest internal rating would be a score

The subjects in this experiment

of Jk,

vjere

classified on the

basis of their total scores and not on their positive and negative
subscores.

Probability Ley^rdng^ Task,

The apparatus is the same as that

used by Stevenson and Zigler (1958).
a yello\7 panel

on its face.
a hole through

tainer.

mth

Essentially, it consists of

a horizontal array of three round black knobs

A red signal light is located above these Icnobs, and
x-jhich

marbles fall into a transparent plastic con-

A mechanism behind the panel provides for the dispensing

of the marbles and for the measurement of latency of response.

trial

\7as

measured by the onset of

of one of the knobs.

off the light.

tr

A

e red light and the selection

The selection of the knob automatically turned

2li-

For use in this experiment a buzzer
was added to the basic

apparatus to cue the rating scale responses.

The knob to sound

the buzzer vas located behind the
panel and was operated by the

experimenter.

liSiii^S. ticalo.

Bucek (1969).

This scale is based on that used by Hill and

Essentially

.

it consists of a bar graph depicting

"the performance of I6 children."

The I6 bars decrease in height

across the sheet in I5 equal steps from left to right.
figure is drax-m below each bar.

A stick

The subject is told that the child

represented by the stick figure and bar to the far left "does best
at this task."

(A sample of the rating scale is presented in Ap-

pendix B)
Periodically dui-ing the probability learning task the subject
was asked to rate his performance up to that point by circling the
stick figure which best represented his performance.

A buzzer,

sounded by the e:>q:)erimenter at the beginning of the probability

learning task and every tenth trial thereafter, served as a signal
to the subject to rate his performance.

De-briefing Que stio nnaire.

At the termination of the prob-

ability learning task every subject
fill out.

vras

given a questionnaire to

Basically, it consisted of 12 questions concerned with

the various manipulations during the experiment.

A sample of the

questionnaire is shovm in Appendix C-1, C-2, and C-3).
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Proceduro
The first step was the administration
of the lAR Scale to all

of the fourth, fifth and sixth graders.
^

Using the extreme 18^

scores, sixty (60) "internals" and sixty
(60) "externals" were

identified.

The internal group consisted of 30 boys and
30 girls

with scores ranging from 28-33 and with a mean
of 29.30.

The ex-

ternal group consisted of 38 boys and 22 girls
with scores ranging
from 7-19 and with a mean of I6.O5.

The moan ago for internals was

10.15 years, and for externals 10.33 years.

Each orientation group

was then equall;y divided into three instruction groups:
"Chance;"

"Skill;"

and "Neutral."

The next step was the administration of the probability learning task.

The subject was seated in front of the apparatus and was

told that he was going to play a game.

The experimenter then demon,

strated the apparatus and gave the following instructions:
"V/hen the light comes on, push one of the knobs.
If you push the correct knob a marble comes out
here like this (S demonstrated). Now every time
the light comes on you push the knob that you
think will get you the marble. Novr remember,
push a knob only after the light comes on."

The subjects in the Skill instruction group received the following additional instructions:
"We have found that vdth most children who
have played this game, it is possible to
win a marble every time you push one of the
knobs.
So remember, try to win a marble
every time,"
For the subjects in the Chance instruction group the follovdng
vjas

added:
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-We have found that ^d.th other
children who have
played this game, no matter what
they did they
could not get a marble every
time.
So remember,
you will win some marbles, about
half of the time
Dut not every time."

'

For the subjects in the Neutral
instruction group the follow-

ing was added:.

'many children have played this game.
We want
you to try to get as wany marbles
as you
can."

The instructions concerning the buze,er
which signalled time
for the subject to evaluate his
performance were then presented.

The subject was given a practice sheet
and the buzzer was sounded.
The experimenter then said the following:
^Each time you hoar that bufizer it means that
it is time for you to let me know how well
you think you have played the game so far.
To do this, circle the stick figure that shows
how well you have done, like this (The exnerimenter demonstrated)."

The subject was then given three

(3)

practice trials.

On

these practice trials the subject was asked to indicate which
stick figure ho would circle "if you were a little boy/girl
who

had done very well, very poorly, and fair on the taslc?"

The ex-

perimenter then continued:
"The buzzer will continue to come on at different
times. Kach time I want you to stop and let me
knou hox^- well you are doing. Do you have any
questions?"

The subject was then given a booklet containing 11 rating
sheets.

The o>:perimenter then siad:

"Before wo begin I would like you to tell mo
how vrell you think you are going to do. You
can do this by circling the stick figure
that shows how well you think you are going
to do. Do you have any questions?"

The instructions were then slovrly repeated once again
to the
subject.

The particular response knob which the subject selected

was recorded.

The latency of response was automatically recorded

through the use of an electric timer x^hich stared when the signal
light

vias

turned on and which went off when one of the response

knobs was selected.
For each subject one of the three knobs (either

was randomly designated as the correct knob.

L,

M,

or R)

Thr-ee subjects in

each group were reinforced for choosing the left knob, k for
choosing the middle knob, and 3 for choosing the right knob.

For

one-half of the subjects in each instruction group the particular

knob that was correct yielded reinforcement 66% of the time, while
the other half of the subjects rece3-ved reinforcement 3yi of the
time.

Choices of the other

forcement

vras

txco

knobs were never reinforced.

thus available on either

66'jl

to the correct knob rather than on either
trials.

The

of 25 trials.

664>

or 33^ of the resp onse s
66f. or 33!^

of the total

reinforcement schedule was randomized in four blocks

The

33;^

blocks of 10 trials,

domly started

Rein-

reinforcement schedule was randomizeK3 in ten
Subjects in the 661 and

x>dth one of

these trial blocks.

33,^

groups vrere ran-

This pre-arranged

schedule insured that the subject receive<3 the designated percent-
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aGO of reinforcement for correct
responses.
100 trials.

Kach subject received

After the tenth and final rating,
subjects were given

the Dc-briefing Questionnaire.

In tr^ms of the experimental design

previously presented, the experiment
terminated at this

T>oint.

How-

ever, in order to allay any feelings
of failure which subjects

(ospecially the Skill grouo) may have felt,
an additional 10 trials

wero given to all subjects.
over responses they made.

The subjects were reinforced for i.hat-

After the additional 10 trials the sub-

ject WIS tlianked for his coapo.ratlon and was
allowed to select one

prize from the display of inexpensive toys.
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Correct Resnonsos
Consistent. v/ith analyses performed in earlier studies of throe-

choice probability learning two statistical analyses were performed
on the number of correct responses;

that is, responses made to the

payoff knob regardless of reinforcement.
performed on all 100 experimental trials;
the last

tx^70

The first analysis

V7as

the second, on only

blocks of exi^erimontal trials (Trials 8l~100).

Table 1 shows the mean number of correct responses made by
subjects in each of the instruction groups for the

ment conditions.

tvjo

reinforce-

Overall, Internals had a higher mean number of

Insert Table 1 about here

correct responses than Pbcternals (Means = 53.80 vs 51.88 respectively).

The table also shov;ed that the highest mean number

oi

correct

responses for both Internals and Externals was made under the Neutral condition, followed by Skill, then Chance instruction groups.
A summary of the Oi'ientation X Reinforcement X Instruction X

Trials analysis of variance performed on these data is presented
in Table 2,

The analysis yielded significant main effects for

Insert Table 2 about here
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Table 1

Moan Number of Correct Responses Made By Subjects In F^ch of
The Instruction Groups Under Two Reinforcement Conditions

Orientation

Reinforcement

Instruction

Skill

Chance

Neutral

30

58.70

67.30

33^

^3.^10

'+4.80

kU-.SO

66^

66.60

li6,90

69,70

33^

^3.00

41.60

43.10

6^-.

Internal

External

j
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Table 2

Analysis of Variance for Niiinber of Correct Responses
(10 Trial-Blocks)

Source

df

E

Between Ss

Orientation
(0)
( internal ,
external
Instruction
(I)

<1

1

12.81

2

7^.17

k,60

1

1060.32

65.77

.001

2
1
2
2
108

22.23
0.27
6^.80
12.12
16.12

1.37

n.s.

9
9

79.61
0.99
1.10
11.63
0.98
2.79
2.01
1.03
1.28

.01

(skill, Chance,
Neutral)

Reinforcement

(R)

(66^, 33^)

0 X I
0 X R
1 X R
0 X I X R
S/OIR

<1
4.01

.02

<1

V/ithin Ss

Trial Blocks
0 X T
1 X T
R X T
0 X I X T
0 X R X T
1 X R X T
0 X I X R X T
st/oir

(T)

18

9
18

9
18
18

972

61.73

.001

<1

<1
9.01

.001

<1
2.16
1.55

<L

.02
.06
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Instruction (F =

/i.6o,

df = 2/108,

e<.01), Reinforcement

(F =

65.77, df = 1/108, 2.^.001), and Trial Blocks (F =
6l.?3, df =
9/972, £<.001).

In addition to main effects, the analysis revealed
several
significant interactions.
X Reinforcement X Trials (F

The threo-vray interaction of Orientation
2.16, df

=:

9/972, e<^.02) is illus-

trated in Figure 2 and points out several interesting features
of

the data.

It is the behavior of the externally-oriented subjects

Insert Figure 2 about here

which seems to contribute most to the overall significance of the
interaction.

In the early trial blocks, Externals appear less af-

fected by the reinf or cement frequency than do Internals.
the 33^ and

665^

Moreover,

curves for Externals do not move apart as rapidly

of to the same degree as do the curves for Internals.

In the 33^

condition the number of correct responses for the Externals falls

below that of the Internals in the second half of the task.

However,

in the second half of the task the performance of Internals and
Externals in the 66^ condition is virtual3.y identical.

Thus, re-

gardless of subject's personal orientation performance was higher

in the 66^ condition and lower in the

33/^

reinforcement condition.

Table 2 also indicates a significant Instruction X Reinforce-

ment interaction (F = 4.01, df - 2/108, p C.02).

Instructions

clejarly had an effect upon performance in the 66)^ condition, but

33

MEAN NUMBER CORRF.CT RESPONSES

3^

Insert Figure 3 about here

had virtually no effect in the 33^ condition.

A Duncan's range

test performed on the three instruction groups vjithin the 66^ reinforcement condition indicated that the Chance oriented instruc-

tions produced significantly fewer corroct responses than Skill
and Neutral instructions.

However, this finding did not relaibly

discriminate between internal and external subjects.

The mean

number of correct responses for the three instruction groups in
the 33^ reinforcement condition did not differ significantly.
Since previous investigators have shown (Weir, 196k) that the

performance on this particular task usually stabilizes by the last
20 trials, an additional

formed on Trials 81-100.

2X3X2

analysis of variance vas per-

A sunimary is presented in Table 3.

As

Insert Table 3 about here

the table indicates, there was a significant main effect for Rein-

forcement (F = 50.36,

cif

= 1/108, p <^.001), as well as significant

Instruction X Reinforcement interaction (F = 3.5^. df = 2/108, p
^^.03),

Thus, the results fr an the last 20 trials partially repli-

cated the entire 100 trials.

Hox>70ver,

it is interesting to note

that the significant main effect for Instiniction had by this time
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Table 3

Analysis of Variance for Number of Correct Responses
(Trials 81-100)

.

Soiorce

df

—

—— w

MS

-fc-^

F

"

E
•

"

——

—

Betvreen Ss

Orientation
(0)
(internal, external)
Instruction
(I)
(skill, chance,
neutral)
ein
for
c em ent
R
(661, 33^0
0 X I
0 X R
I X R
0 X I X R

(R)

1

7.35

1.08

n.s.

2

18.22

1.69

.07

1

3^0.81

50.36

.001

2

11.58
8.06
2^.00
2.57
6.76

1.71
1.19
3.5^

n. s.
n. s.

1
2
2
108

S/OIR

.03

<1

V/ithin Ss

Trial Blocks
0 X T
I X T
R X T
0 X I X T
0 X R X T
I X R X T
0 X I X R X T
st/oir

(T)

1
1
2
1
2

0.60
0.15
0.16
0.81

<1
<1
<1

0.^18

<1

1

0.06
1.15
0.52
0.80

<1

2
2

108

1.01

1.^3

<1

n.s.

.10

attentuated, whereas the Reinforcement effect
maintained its

stability throughout the task.

Patterns

If subjects are not making maximizing responses then, they

must be varying their responses.

One type of response variability

characteristic of childjren of this age is the simple
pattern.

LM

or RML

Table ^ shows the mean number of patterns made by sub-

jects in each of the instruction groups.

An analysis of variance

Insert Table k about here

was performed on these means for the 10 trial blocks, and a second
analysis was also performed over the last 20 trials.

The ar^alysis

for patterns over the 10 trial blocks (summarized in Table 5)

Insert Table 5 about here

revealed significant main effects for Instruction (F = 4.^, df =
2/108, £^.01), Reinforcement (F = 25.10, df = I/IO8,

£

00003),

and Trial Blocks (F = 6.32, df = 9/972, £^.001).

The main effect for Instruction was due to the higher mean number of patterns made under the Chance condition (Mean = 13.1 versus

9JK 9»8 respectively).

If variable responses (which include pat-

terns) can be vie\^ed as the complement of correct (i.e., maxj.mizing) responses, then the above results follow logically.

Since
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Table ^

Mean Number of Pattern Responses Made
By Subjects in Each of
The Instruction Groups Under Two
Rpinforceraent
Conditions

Orientation

Reinforcement

Instruction

Skill

66^

Chance

Neutral

7.9

9.5

11.4

15.2

14.0

5.1

13.9

7.5

13.5

13.9

13.4

Internal
•

External
335^
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Table 5

Analysis of Variance for Number of Patterns
(LMR/RML)
(10 lYial-Blocks)

Sovrce

df

MS

(0)

1

1.84

(I)

2

16.03

4.46

(R)

1

90.20

25.10

2

1.00
1.5^
5.92

Between Ss

Orientation

<1

(internal, external)

Instruction
chance,
neutral)

(skj.ll,

Reinforcement
(66^^,

.000(

33%)

0
0
1
0

X I
X R
X R
X I X R
S/OIR

Within

.01

•

1
.2
2
108

7.82

<1
<1
1.64
2.17

n.s.

6.32

.001

n. s.

3.59

^

Trial Blocks
0 X T
1 X T
R X T
0 X I X T
0 X R X T
1 X R X T
0 X I X R X T
ST/OIR

(T)

9
9
18

9
18
9
18
18

972

5.08
1.17
1.16
2.00
0.59
1.84
1.26
0.85
0.80

<1
1.44
2.49

.10
.008

<1
2.29
1.57
1.06

.01
.05
n.s.
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correct responses were lowest in the Chance
condition, patterns

would be expected to be higher in that
condition.
poorer performance of subjects in the

Similarly, the

condition resulted in a

higher number of patterning responses (Mean =
13. 5) than in the

66^ condition (Mean = 8.0).
A closer examination of the mean number of patterns over
trials indicated that many more patterns are made at the
beginning
of the task (during the first half) than at the end of the
task.
Thus, over trials, the mean number of patterns decreased (F =
6.32,

df = 9/972, £^.001).
The significant Reinforcement X Trial Blocks interaction (F =
2.49, df = 9/972, n

^::,.008)

indicated that in the beginning trial

blocks the number of patterning responses made in the two reinforce-

ment conditions was quite similar.

more patterning responses

vrere

However, as the task progressed,

made in the 33^ condition.

oral, patterns decreased over trials in both the

33;^

In gen-

and 66^ condi-

tions.

Figure k illustrates the Orientation X Reinforcement X Trial
Blocks interaction found for patterned responses (F = 2.29, df =

Insert Figure 4 about here

18/972, p<i^.01).

Similar trends in pattern responses occur over

trials regardless of orientation.

In the

33/°

condition, the number

of patterns made by Externals is lower in the first half than in
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the second half of the task.
nals.

Quite the opposite occurs for Inter-

In the first 5 trial blocks, the mean number
of patterns is

high, and then levels off during the second
half of the task.

In-

ternals behave similarly under both percentages of
reinforcement.

Early in the task, they begin by making a relatively
high number
of pattern responses.

On the other hand, the performance of Ex-

ternals is differentially affected by the percentage of reinforcement.

Significantly more patterns are made in the 33^ condition.
The effect of type of Instruction on the number of patterns

is illustrated in Figures 5 and 6.

In the 66% condition more pat-

Insert Figures 5 and 6 about here

terns are made in the caiance instruction group, than in the Skill

and Neutral conditions.
nificant.

However, these differences were not sig-

In the 33^ condition, the three instruction groups are

relatively indistinguishable across trials.

The Chance group is

somewhat higher than the other groups in the early trial blocks;
however, this effect was short lived.

The analysis of variance for the number of patterns over Trials

81-100 yielded significant main effects for Orientation (F,= 3.69,

df = 1/108, £^^.05), and Reinforcement (F = 19.22, df = 1/108,
.0001).

£<

Consistent with the assumption of stability, the Trial

Blocks effect was not significant.

In the last two trial blocks

Externals exhibited a higher mean number of correct responses than

^3
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Internals.

Significantly more patterns were made in the

dition (Mean = 12.6) than in the

66'^

33^^

con-

condition (Mean = 5.2).

As has been mentioned previously, the two
response measures
correct responses and patterns are not entirely
independent of each
other.

If a subject shows a high degree of maximizing
behavior,

then he will show very little patterning.

Conversely, if the sub-

ject uses many patterns, he must show a lower level
of correct responding.

In order to take this into account, an examination was

made of the number of variable responses accounted for by

RML patterns.

A variable response was scored if the subject chose

a stimulus on Trial n

Trial n.

Uffi/

-f

.

1 which was different than that chosen on

The total number of variable responses was computed for

each subject along with the number of variable responses which were
a part of U^R or RML patterns.

Ratios of variable responses in LMR/

RML patterns to total variable responses are illustrated in Tables
6 and 7.

Insert Tables 6 and 7 about here

For Internals,

D-1R/R1'IL

patterns accounted for nearly half of

the variable responses in the

lower in the 66^ condition.

y%

condition.

For Externals, the mean proportion of

variable responses accounted for by
higher in the 33^ condition.

The mean ratios were

LI'IR/RML

patterns was ^5.2 or

The ratio was lower in the

con-

dition for the Skill and Neutral instruction groups, but not in the
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Table 6

Ratio of Variable Responses (VRs) in m/RML Patterns
to Total VRs
for Internals in the Three Instruction Groups

Reinforcement
Condition

33^

Instruction

SkiDJ.

Chance

Neutral

33.9

42.2

23.6

38.9

49.5

46.6

Table 7

Ratio of Variable Responses (Ws) in M/RML Patterns to Total
for Externals in the Three Instruction Groups

Reinforcement
Condition

Instruction

Skill

Chance

Neutral

66-^

27.8

48.1

36.9

33^

45.2

46.8

46.6

I

Ws

'^7

were accounted for by

LMR/m

patterns.

Effect s of R9.ijl^Q?cemont and Nom^einforc ement
The performance of subjects

v/as

also analyzed in terms of the

effect of reinforcement and nonreinforcement on the immediately
subsequent response.

Weir

(196^1-)

has pointed out that if a sub-

ject is in the process of going through a complex strategy, the

feedback received from a reinforcement vdll have a different effect

tl-ian

if no such strategy is being employed.

In order to

examine the strategies used, each subject was scored, on each
choice of the correct knob, as having either repeated that choice
on the next trial or as having

si>ritchod

to another knob.

This

scoring was done for the payoff knob only.

These data make possible the examination of several types of
strategies.

For example, a subject may employ a win-stay, lose-

stay strategy.

This strategy is characteristic of the subject who

maximizes his responses on the payoff knob.
cc»7iraon

Another relatively

strategy is the win-stay, lose-shift strategy.

This subject

is differentially affected by the occurrence of a reinforcement and
a nonreinforcement.

In addition, any number of other strategies

(e.g., win-shift, lose-stay, win-shift, lose-shift, etc,)

maybe

examined using this procedure.
For each subject, the percent response repetition was computed
for all trials follovdng either a reinforcement or a nonreinforce-

ment.

The mean percentage of response repetitions made by Internals

and Externals for each of the Instruction groups in the 33^ condi-

^8

tion are shovm in Figure

7.

In this graph any point falling above

Insert Figure ? about here

50^ reflects a tendency for subjects to repeat the preceding
response,

while any point beloi^ 50^ indicates a tendency to
s^d.tch to another
choice.

In the 33^ condition the performance of all subjects was well

below 50^ following both reinforcement and noireinf or cement,
regardless of instruction condition.
Figure 8 shows the average per cent response repetition for
the 66% condition.

As the figure indicates, the tendency to

Insert Figiire 8 about here

repeat a response is higher in this condition than in the 33^ condition.

For Internals, the tendency to repeat a response follow-

ing reinforcement is as high as

70,^

in the Neutral condition.

the Skill group is sonewhat lower, it is still above 50^.

^Mle

The num-

ber of repeated responses in the Chance condition was equal to

per cent.
ferent.

^.6

The performance following nonreinforcement is quite dif-

In none of the instruction conditions was the response

repetition above ^5.0 per cent.

Thus, in general, subjects having

an Internal orientation tend to repeat a response following reinforcement, and tend to switch to a new response following nonrein-
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FIGURE 7
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forcemont.
In contrast, the performance of Externals was differentially

affected by Instruction.

As Figure 8 indicates, there was a strong

tendency for Externals in the Skill group to repeat a response following reinforcement (76^);

however, after nonreinf orcoment this

percentage declines to ^5.6^.

Under Chance instruction, the tenden-

cy is for Externals to switch to a new response follovjing both re-

inforcement and nonreinf or cement;

while under Neutral instructions,

the tendency is to repeat the response regardless of outcome.
The general strategy for Internals in all instruction groups

in the high payoff (66^) condition seems to be a win-stay, loseshift strategy.

Whereas, the strategy for Externals changed as a

function of instructions.

An analysis of variance was performed on the data
Fig\ires 7 and 8 respectively.

shoi-m

in

Results for the 66^ condition yielded

significant main effects for Instruction (F = 7.62, df = 2/108,

^,001)

and Reinforcement-Nonreinf or cement (F = 1^.35f df = I/IO8

£ C»0004).

There was a stronger tendency to repeat a response in

2.

the Skill and Chance groups rather than in the Neutral condition.
This was especially true follox/ing reinforcement.
There were no significant effects in the 33^ condition.
In order to examine changes which might

occ\ir in the

effects

of reinforcement and nonreinf orcement as the task progressed, per
cent response repetition during the first and last blocks of 20

trials only was computed.

The data for the 33^ condition are given

52

in Figure 9.
10 »

The data for the 66^ condition are given in Figxire

In both reinforcement conditions there was a tendency to in

Insert Figures 9 and 10 about here

crease response repetition following both reinforcement and non-

reinforcement as the task progressed.

This was the case for all

Instruction groups.
In order to test for the significance of these changes, dif-

ference scores were canputed for each subject by subtracting the
per cent response re^^etition during the first 20 trials from the

per cent response repetition during the last 20 trials.

An analy-

sis of variance was then performed on these difference scores.

In

the 33^ condition there were definite trends present in the difference scores.

Internals showed more of a change in per cent response

repetition from the first 20 trials to the last 20 trials (F = 2.6l,

df = 1/108, p 4^,10).

They wore more likely to repeat a response

as the task progressed.

Both Internals and Externals showed a higher

percentage of response repetition

follox>7ing

reinforcement than non-

reinforcement (The main effect for reinforcement-nonreinforcement

was marginally significant, F = 2.98, df = 1/108, p<,08)i

A closer examination of the last 20 trials shows the effects
of Instruction.

The performance of Internals and Kxternals is com-

condition, Exparable in the Neutral condition, while in the Skill

reinforceternals were less likely to repeat a response following
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ment.

In the Chance condition Internals wmploy a win-stay,
lose-

stay strategy, while Externals, apparently affected by the
instructions,

•^^all

stay with a response following reinforcement and will

shift foUovdng nonreinforcement.
The analysis for the 66^ condition also revealed trends for

reinforcement-nonreinforcement.

However, subjects were more like-

ly to repeat a response following nonreinforcement.
change

from,

This was a

the first 20 trials.

Since the per cent response repetition scores do represent the

particular strategy a subject employs, it was possible to re-examine
these data in an attempt to test the predictions of the Discrepan-

cy Model,

For example, if a Chance or Skill "set" is introduced

\mder success (66% reinforcement) or failure (33^ reinforcement)
when is an Internal or External more likely to repeat a response?

Which response strategy vdll an Internal or External be

ly to employ?

m.ore

like-

In order to make a test of these hypotheses, an

additional Orientation X Reinforcement X Consequences analysis of

variance on the per cent response repetition scores was performed

within each instruction group.
The results for the Skill instruction group revealed a signi-

ficant main effect for success {66% reinforcement) and failure
reinforceinent) (F = 29.0?, df = l/72,

£

000001).

(335"

There was also

a significant Orientation X Success-Failure interaction (F = 3.27,

df = 1/72, p <.07).

Externals shov;ed a higher degree of win-stay

strategy than did Internals in the success condition.

I

However, in
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the failure condition Internals showed
more response repetition.
Over-all. the maximization strategy was
used more often in the

success condition.

These results give some support to the
Dis-

crepancy Model.
In the Neutral condition, which may be considered
the baseline, the analysis revealed significant effects
for Success-Failiire

(F=

13.22, df = 1/72, 2.<.0008) and for Consequences (i.e.,
follow-

ing reinforcement and nonreinforcement) (F =
6.25, df

4.01).

:=

I/72,

£

Thus, when given no particular "set" there is
more res-

ponse repetition in the success condition, and more often
following reinforcement.

There were no significant effects in the Chance condition.

Latenc y

Due to the nature of the latency scores (reaction time scores)
and to heterogeneity of variance, a logarithmic transformation

was performed on the scores.

A 2 X 3 X 2 analysis of variance

performed on these transformed latency scores (Table 8) yielded

Insert Table 8 about here

significant main effects for Orientation (F = ^.93, df = I/IO8, p

<.02), Reinforcement (F = 6.75, df ^ I/IO8, p<^.01) and Trial Blocks
(F = 62.^9, df = 9/972, p <:;^.001).

It had been hypothesized that

Internals would make more LMR/RML patterns (or at least lass max-

imizing responses) and therefore, should have a longer latency score.
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Table 8

Analysis of Variance for Latency Scores (10 I^ial-Blocks)

Source

df

MS

F

E

—

—

.

Between Ss
Orientation
(0)
^internal, external)

1

1.152

Insti'uction
^ skill,
chance,
neutral)
Remf or cement
(66%, 33%)
n Y T
0 X R
I X R
0 X I X R

(I)

2

0.023

(R)

1

1.570

VAX

o
c
1
2
2
108

55/OIR

^.93

.02

<.l

6.75

.01

"

0.023
0.2^^8

<1
1.06

0.013
0.233

<1

0.62^^

62.^9
1.13

n.s.

Within Ss
Trial Blocks
0 X T
I X T
R X T
0 X I X T
0 X R X T
I X R X T
0 X I X R X T
st/oir

(T)

9
9
18

9
18

9
18
18

972

o.on
0.009
0.005
0.009
0.012
0.013
0.019
0.010

.001
n. s.

<1
<1

<1
1.25
1.35
1.9^

n.s.
n. s.

.01
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If the subject is going through a pattern, then he must remember
vhich stimulus he pushed previously, etc.

The decision time should

be longer for that subject than it would be for a subject who sim-

ply pushes the same stimulus knob trial after trial.
responded faster than Externals during the task.
faster in the

66:^;

condition than in the

33/&

Internals

All subjects were

condition.

An examina-

tion of the Trial Block effect indicated that subjects get in-

creasingly faster across trial blocks.

The corresponding mean

latency for the first trial block was .1?^ second compared to a

mean of .106 second for the last trial block.

Subjective Evaluative Ratin(^s
An Orientation X Reinforcement X Instruction X Trial Blocks

analysis of variance was performed on the subject's self-evaluative
ratings.

The analysis yielded significant main effects for Rein-

forcement (F = ^6.75, df = 1/108, £ <.001)
(F =

^A5,

df = 9/972,

£

<

.001).

and Trial Blocks

The only other significant effect

was the Reinforcement X Trial Blocks interaction (F = 3.2^f df =
9/972,

£

<

.0009).

In general, subjects rated their performance higher in the

66^ condition.

The mean rating in the 66% condition was 8.9 as can-

pared to 5.0 in the

33/?

condition.

rated their performance higher.

As the task progressed, subjects

Ratings increased from a low of

3.7 on the first trial block to a high of 8.7 on the final block

of ten trials.
Figure 11 shows the mean self-ratings of Internal and Pbctornal
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Insert Figure 11 about here

subjects in three instruction groups under two
percentages of

reinforcement.

the

Ratings in the 66^ condition were higher than in

^Jlo

condition regardless of orientation and instructional
con-

dition.

In the 33^ condition, Internals rated themselves
sotiiewhat

lower in the Skill group, while the Chance and Neutral
groups were

cmparable.

Both Externals and Internals in the 33^ condition rated

their performance highest in the Chance condition.

Ratings were

lowest in the Neutral group, with the ratings of Externals approach-

ing those predicted in the hypotheses concerning the perceived performance of subjects.
Correlations were computed for overall ratings and correct
responses.

Table 9 shows the correlation coefficients for the

Insert Table 9 about here

different experimental conditions.

In general, the correlations

were higher for Internals, especially in the 33^ condition.

The

lowest correlation (r = ,80) was found for Externals in the Skill,
33/^

condition.

Significant differences were found between correla-

tions for Internals and Externals under

Skill (p4«06), Chance
conditions.

(p<:[^.02),

33!^

and Neutral

reinforcement for the
(

p<^,0^) instructional
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Table 9

Correlation Coefficients for Ratings
and Correct Resp onses

Orientation

t
+
Instruction

Skill

Chance

Neutral

.98

.97

.97

.96

.98

.98

66^

.96

.98

.97

33^

.80

.87

.90

66^

Internal

.

External
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Questi o nnaire Data

A chi-square analysis was performed on the questionnaire data
(see Appendix C) for each instruct! oi. group.

Question 5 ("Would

you play the game differently?") was the only question ansvrered
significantly differently by Internals and Externals in the Skill
2

group (X

= 2.50, 1 df, £<^.10).

Twelve (12) External subjects and

7 Internal subjects indicated that they would play the game dif-

ferently if given another opportunity.

A large majority of the

"yes" answers indicated using a different pattern to play the
game.

Questions

k,

7,

and 13 were answered significantly differently

by Internals and Externals in the Chance group.

The results for

Question 4 ("Kow often wore you supposed to get a marble?"), vrhich
•was

a manipulation chock for instructions, indicated that 10 In-

ternals and only k Externals said that they were supposed to get
a marble about half of the time (X

2

= 3.5^, 1 df, £<.05).

Of the

Externals who indicated another reinforcement schedule, many seemed
to misinterpret the question.

They indicated how often they actually

received marbles, rather than how often they were "supposed to receive marbles."

More Internals (12) than Externals

(7) indicated that they
,

thought they could do something to improve their performance (X
2.50, 1 df, £<^.10).

2

=

The findings for the second part of the

Question (13), ("Did you do something special?") are consistent with
the above results.

Tv-rolvc

(12) Internals and only ^ Piiternals in-
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dicated that they did something special in an attempt to get
2

= 6.66, 1 df, p<.009).

marbles (X

In the Neutral instruction group, lllnternals evaluated their

performance as "V/ell," while only 3 Externals did so.
the other

t\io

Combining

evaluations, only 9 Internals evaluated their per-

formance as either "Fair" or "Poor,"

In comparison, 1? Externals

evaluated their performance as "Fair" or "Poor" (X

=

7.^»

2 df,

E^.02).
On Question 2 ("Did you do as well as you had expected?"), more

Internals (13) than Fxternals (8) indicated that they did as well
2

as they had expected (X

= 2.50, 1 dT, p<^.10).

consistent with the results for Question 1
their performance as

This result is

more Internals evaluated

"V.'ell."

The results for Question 3

two previous questions.

"ai'o

in keeping vdth results of the

Fifteen Internals and 10 Fbcternals felt

that they had performed as well as other children who had played
the game, while only 5 Internals and 10 Externals felt that they

had not done as well as their peers.

Question 6 ("Did you think there was anything you could do to

perform better?") for the Neutral instruction group is the same as
Question 7 for the Skill and Chance groups.

Consistent with the

Internals,
findings for the Chance group, the results show that 10

and only

^

Externals felt that there was something they could do

to improve their performance (X^ = 3.95, 1

djT,

p<_.0^)»

6k

The overall findiii-s for the questiomiaire
data indicate that,
in general, Internals did as well as they
had expected.

also evident in their performance evaluation.

This was

Internals, more often,

felt that there was something they could do to
improve their performance.

Finally, more Internals felt that they had played
as well

as other children who had played

tb.e

game.

These findings lend

some support to the hypotheses concerning the subjective
evaluation
of performance by Internals and Externals.
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C H A P T E R IV

DISCUSSION

The Discrepancy Model

v/as

based upon tvo assiunptions:

first,

that each person enters a task with a subjective probability,
S(P)
of success on that task, and secondly, that the subjective probabil-

ity of success is higher in Internal subjects than in External ones.
Therefore, it was expected that when Internals and Externals are

placed in the three-choice probability situation, the

ty])e of

res-

ponse strategy employed by the subject would be affected by his
specific personal orientation.

It was hyyjothesized that since

Internals have a high expectancy for success, they would vary
their responses, more than External subjects, in an attempt to

achieve 100 per cent reinforcement.

Conversely, it was hypothesized

that Externals, in their attempt to receive as much reinforcement
as possible, would maximize their responses to the payoff knob.

In addition, it

vras

hypothesized that these two orientation

groups vrould react differently to instructions influencing the

subjective probability of success.

S|:)ecifically, under Chance in-

structions Internals and Externals will maximize their responses

in the 66% condition.

However, in the

will continue to maximize;

33'^

condition, only Fxternals

Internals will now pattern their res-

Under Skill instructions, Internals will pattern their

ponses.

responses, while Externals will maximize.

Both Internals and Ex-

ternals will vary their responses in the 33% condition.

I
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Consistent vdth the hypothesis, instructions did

effect upon performance.

Viave a

definite

However, there was little evidence of the

hypothesized interaction between instructions and orientation.

The

results on the per cent response repetition scores within
instruction
groups did

in the

shoi-r

r.kill,

that Externals used maximization more than Internals

66f,

condition.

In the

J%

condition it was the In-

ternal subjects who used the maximization strategy to a greater degree.

A consistent finding throughout this experiment was that

significantly fewer correct responses were made under the Chance

instruction condition than under the Skill and Neutral conditions.

Performance in these latter conditions was highly comparable.

The

Instruction main effect may represent a significant finding in the

probability learning literature.

Previous investigators (Weir, 1962;

Gruen and Weir, 196^) have been unsuccessful in manipulating performance on the three-choice task by using differential instructions.

The findings from these studios have shown consistently

that instructions have little effect on performance.

Consistent with the superior performance of Internal subjects
the analysis of patterning responses indicated that it was the Ex-

ternals who made more LMR/Ridl patterns.

At first glance, these

findings would make it appear that Externals, and not Internals,

have the high expectancy of success, and are attempting to gain 100
per cent reinforcement by varying their responses.
not be the case.

Yet, this may

Seme question can be raised as to whether the
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extensive use of more Dffi/RML strategy is an indication that Externals are indeed attempting to gain 100 per cent reinforcement.
(196^;

Weir,

1967) has pointed out that the performance of "middle-age"

(7-11 years) children is characterized by LMR/rML patterns.

Weir

accounts for this stereotyped performance in the following way:

Either these middle-age children do not have
moer complex patterns to use vhen the simple ones fail, or they are for some reason
unable to reject these simple patterns when
they do not pay off and continue to respond
in a fairly stereotyped fashion.
(p.

m)

Weir's first explanation of the patterning strategy assumes
that children with this age range have a limited capacity for gen-

erating hypotheses;

his second explanation implies that if the

"middle-age" child is able to generate complex hypotheses, he is

not able to make full use of the information feedback he is receiving throughout the task.

Thus, even if the subject is re-

ceiving reinforcement once in every three responses, he is not able
to reject this hypothesis as unsatisfactory and try another hy-

pothesis.

In the present experiment, the performance of Externals was

more often characterized by this stereotyped response strategy
(cf Tables 6 and 7).

Externals showed a greater persistence in the

use of LMR/RML strategy throughout the task not only in the 33^
condition, but also in the 66^ condition, where maxime-ation is

more likely to occur (Weir, 196^).
In comparison, Internals did not reach an extremely high level
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of maximization (53.88?5), nor could their variable responses
be

accounted for by the LMR strategy to the same extent
as Externals..
It must be considered then, that the Internals were
not accepting

the

Um/mH

strategy as a primary solution to the problem.

Rather,

the Internals may have abandoned the pattern hypothesis in favor
"•^

a nore complex one.

The data on the effects of reinforcement and nonreinforcement

presented in Figures ? and

8,

also revealed that Internals and Ex-

ternals roade different use of the information or feedback during
the task.

Under low degrees of reinforcement (33^) both Internals

and Externals appear to be reacting similarly to feedback.

Follow-

ing both reinforcement and nonreinforcement, Internals and Externals

alter their responses under high degrees of reinforcement.

In all

instruction conditions, the response strategy of Internals nay be
characterized as a win-stay, loso-shift strategy so that they are

differentially affected by reinforcement and nonreinforcement.

In

contrast, instructions affected the performance of the Externals:

under Skill instructions Externals also used the vrln-stay, loseshift strategy;

hovrever, under Neutral instructions their dominant

strategy was a win-stay, lose-stay, or maximizing strategy.

Ex-

ternals were also more affected by the Chance instructions, than
Internals.

Under such instructions Externals more frequently

switched responses after both reinforcement and nonreinforcement.

It may be concluded, then that the response strategy of the Externals is more readily manipulated through verbal instructions
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than that of the Internals, especially when
such a manipulation
focuses upon the Chs.nce aspects of the task.

Internals, on the

other hand, appear to be less affected by
instructions and perform
on the basis of the feedback which they receive
from the task.
The results fran the correct responses and
patterns would seen

to indicate that several of the original hypotheses
concerning the

effects of orientation were highly inaccurate.

An alternative hy-

pothesis has recently been proposed in a study by Keller
(1971),
Keller predicted that during acquisition Externals would use more

pattern responses and Internals would use more maximization.

While

Keller's (1971) predictions do not correspond to those made in

the present experiment, they are consistent with the findings that
Externals make more unusual response shifts than Internals (James,
1957;

Phares. 1957;

Battle and

71 otter,

I963), and are. generally,

in accordance with the findings of the present study.
The hypothesis presented in Keller's study was primarily con-

cerned with the effect of orientation per ^e, while the Discrepancy

Model was actually concerned with the response strategy of Internals
and Externals given certain sets or "expectancy" for success.

The

results for per cent response repetition on the last 20 trials (Figures
9 and 10) revealed trends which provide some support for the. Discre-

pancy Model.

The following diagram illustrates the ordinal position

of Internals (I) and Externals (E) for per cent response repetition

following positive (reinforcement) and negative (nonreinforcement)
feedback.
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Success (66^)

Skill

Chance

Failure {'^%)

Neutral

Skill

Chance

Neutral'

JL+

J,+

1+

1+

1+

E-

I-

E>f

I-

E+

E+

1+

Ef

I-

E-

I-

E-

I-

E-

E-

Ef

E-

I-

Under a Skill "set" and success

reward) the amount of

response repetition (mayJ.mization) is determined more by a subject's
orientation than by the feedback he receives.

in the failure (33^ reward) condition:
mize more than the Externals,

The reverse is true

here the Internals maxi-

In contrast, Chance Instructions ac-

companied by success produce greater maximization in Internal subjects regardless of feedback.

This finding is consistent vdth the

notion that Internals are less affected by Instructions than are
Externals,

Under failure, however, feedback beccHnes more important

than the Orientation,

More maximization occurs following reinforce-

ment than follovring nonreinforcement for both Internals and Externals,

Under both success and failure, the Neutral condition is af-

fected more by feedback than orientation, with more maximization

following reinforcement.

Orientation differences were also evident in the responses to
the questionnaire data.

Internals and Externals seemed to have dif-
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ferent attitudes toward the task.
confident.

Internals appeared to be more

They expected to do well, and indicated that they had

done as well as they had expected.

More Internals than Externals

thought they had performed "V/ell" on the task.

Internals also

felt that they had done as well as other children who had played

the game.

These findings are consistent with the general descrip-

tion of the Internal Orientation,

More Internals indicated that

they felt tl.ere was something they could do to improve their performance.

In fact, Internals admitted, more often, that they had

done "something special" in order to attain reward.

In general,

the questionnaire data reveal orientation differences in the sub-

jective evaluation of their perf orma.nce.
However, the absence of a significant Orientation effect on

the task itself must be taken into account.

There are several

possible explanations for the absence of such effects.

The sub-

jects tested in this experiment did not come from traditional
schools.

Rather, the schools were characterized by open class-

rooms, and the childj'en were encouraged to be independent.

Free

thought and ideas were recommended, and students were evaluated infrequently.

Thus, it is possible tha

the sample was atypical of

the subjects generally employed in this type of task.

Another

closely related explanation is that despite the particular orienta-

tion which the subjects may possess, all subjects wore from the mid-

dle class.

As such, all of these children may have had a relatively

high expectancy of success.

Certainly, the raagrdtude ard similarity
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of pre-task ratings between Internals and Externals
bears this out

(Means = 9.6 and 9.5 respectively).

Thus, manipulating success

and failure on the experimental task by varying percentages
of

reinforcement did not have the expected results.

A better ap-

proach would seem to be that used by Stevenson and Zigler (1958),

in which success and failure were manipulated before the task itself.

In order to get at any orientation differences on the

three-choice probability learning task, it may be necessary to
have subjects encounter success and failure experiences prior to
performing on the learning task.

A study by Garrett and VJilloughby

(1971) has already shown that orientation differences are evidenced

on a learning task following success and failure experiences,

A second reason for the absence of orientation effects has
to do with the particular orientation measure used,

5!ubjects in

this experiment were given the Crandall et al, lAR Scale to deter-

mine their orientation.

This scale was preferred because it is an

"acliievement-oriented" scale.

Other scales (e.g., LOG) determine

the orientation of the subject for general events.

Since the prob-

ability task is a problem solving task, it was felt that the lAR
Scale would be more directly related to the task.

The scale

era-

ployed, by Keller (1971) was a more general Locus of Control evalua-

tion, which was similar to that used by Gruen and Ottinger (19^9).

Yet, Keller found no orientation differences on the task.

Further research investigating variable responses of Externals
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and Internals on perhaps, an individual
basis would help to identify what strategies indeed, that Externals
and Internals are using

when they vary their responses, since
LMR/rML patterns do not
count for all their variable responses.

ac

More than just the sim-

ple im/m^L pattern would possibly be identified.
More systematic research examining the relation
between the
"internal-external" control dimension in children and independent

variables (e.g., "dependency-independency;"
success;

task differences, etc.)

effects of failure/

should be undertaken.

A closer

examination of these findings would lead to more accurate predictions of the behavior of Internals and Externals in various
experimental tasks.

.

7^

CHAPTERV

It was the purpose of this study to examine the reactions of

"externally-oriented" and "internally-oriented" subjects to specific structured instructions and to differences in percentage of

reinforcement on a three-choice probability learning task.

Ire-

dictions conoerning the response strategy that would be employed

by Internals and Externals were based on a Discrepancy Model.
assumptions of the Discrepancy Model were as follox^s:

(1)

The

Each

subject enters the task with a subjective probability of success,
5(P), which can be high, moderate, or low;

in Internals than in Externals.

the S{V) is higher

(2)

In general it was hypothesized that

Externals would maximize their responses to the payoff knob, while
Internals would make pattern

(LMR/RI^IL)

responses.

These predictions

were consistent with the "expectancy of success" hypothesis.

Both

the actual performance of Internals and Externals and their subjectively perceived performance was examined.

Contrary to the hypotheses. Externals made more pattern responses

and Internals made more Biaximizing responses,

Significantly more

patterns were made in the 33^ condition than the 66^ condition.

A

consistent finding throughout the task was the differential effect

of the Chance instruction, especially on the performance of Externals,

Subjective evaluative ratings
than in the

33;^

vxere

higher in the 66^ condition

condition with ratings increasing over trials.

The
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correlations between subjective evaluative ratings and number of
correct responses were significantly higher for Internals than
Externals.

Although there was an absence of orientation effects, differences between Internals and Externals were evidenced.

The per-

formance of Internals and Externals was differentially affected by
the occurrence of reinforcement and nonreinforceraent.

the attitudes about the task
Externals,

performance.

vrere

Also,

very different for Internals and

Internals were more confident and assured of their
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APPENDIX A

INTELLECTUAL ACHIEVEIffiNT RESPONSIBILITY SCALE

If a teacher passes you to the next grade, would it probably
be
a,
because she liked you, or
b,
because of the work you did?
VJhen

you do well on a test at school, is it more likely to

be
a,
b,

because you studied for it, or
because the test was especially easy?

When you have trouble understanding scraething in school, is
it usually
_a.
because the teacher didn't explain it clearly, or
b.
because you didn't listen carefully?
When you read a story and can't remeraber much of it, is it
usually
because the story wasn't well written, or
a.
b.
because you weren't interested in the story?
Suppose your parents say you are doing well in school.
this likely to happen
because your school work" is good, or
a,
b.
because they are in a good mood?

Is

Suppose you did better than usual in a subject at school.
Would it probably happen
because you tried harder, or
a,
because someone helped you?
b,

When you lose at a game of cards or checkers, does it
usually happen
because the other player is good at the game, or
a,
because you don't play well?
b.
Suppose a person doesn't think you are very bright or clever.
'
can you make him change his mind if you try to, or
a.
are there some people who id.ll think you're not very
b,
bright no matter what yoa do?

If you solve a puzzle quickly, is it
because it wasn't a very hard pusz-le, or
a,
because you worked on it. carefully?
b,

If a boy or
likely that
a.
because
b«
because

girl
they
they
what

Suppose you
tor and you
a,
because
b.
because
give it

study to become a teacher, scientist, or docDo you think this would happen
you didn't vjork hard enough, or
you needed sane help, and other people didn't
to you?

tells you that you are dumb, is it more
say that
are mad at you, or
you did really wasn't very bright?

fail.

When you learn something quickly in school, is it usually
a,
because you paid close attention, or
b,
because the teacher explained it clearly?
If a teacher says to you, "Your work is fine," is it
a.
something teachers usually say to encourage pupils, or
_b.
because you did a good job?

you find it hard to work arithmetic or math problems
at school, is it
a,
because you didn't study well enough before you tried

VJhon

them, or
_b.

K'hen

a.
b,

because the teacher gave problems that were too hard?

you forget something you heard in class, is it
because the teacher didn't explain it very well, or
because you didn't try very hard to remember?

Suppose you weren't sure about the ans\jer to a
your teacher asked you, but your ansx^er t\irned
right. Is it likely to happen
because she wasn't as particular as usual,
a.
b,
because you gave the best answer you could

question
out to be
or

think of?

When you read a story and remember most of it, is it usually
because you were interested in the story, or
a.
because the story was well written?
b.
If your parents tell you you're acting silly and not thinking clearly, is it more likely to be
because of something you did, or
a.
because they happen to be feeling cranky?
b,
When you don't do well on a test at school, is it
because the tost was especially hard, or
a.
because you didn't study for it?
b,
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When you win at a gamo of cards or checkers, does it
happen
a.
because you play well, or
_b,
because the other person doesn't play well?
If people think you're bright or clever, is it
a.
because they happen to like you, or
b.
because you usually act that way?
If a teacher didn't pass you to the next grade, would it
probably be
a.
because she "had it in for you," or
b.
because your school vjok wasn't good enough?
Suppose you don't do as well as usual in a subject at
school. Would this probably happen
a.
because you weren't as c;treful as usual, or
b,
because samebody bothered you and kept you from
working?

If a boy or girl tolls you that you are bright, is it usually
a.
because you thought up a good idea, or
_b.
because they like you?
Suppose you became a famous teacher, scientist or doctor.
Do you think this would happen
a.
because other people, helped you when you needed it, or
b,
because you worked very hard?
Suppose your parents say you aren't doing well in your school
work. Is this likely to happen more
a,
because your work isn't very good, or
b,
because they are feeling cranky?

Suppose you
has trouble
because
a,
b,
because

are shovjing a friend how to play a game and he
with it. Would that happen
he v;asn't able to understand how to pliay, or
you couldn't explain it well?

When you find it easy to work arithmetic or math problems
at school, it is usually
because the teacher gave you especially easy problems, or
a,
because you studied your book well before you tried them?
b,

When you remember something you heard in class, is it usually
because you tried hard to remember, or
a,
because the teacher explained it well?
b.
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If you can't work a puzzle, is it more likely
to happen
because you are not especially good at working
Iduz-

30.

a.

zles, or

^*

because the instructions weren't written clearly
enough?

If your parents tell you that you are bright or clever
is it more likely
because they are feeling good, or
^b.
because of something you did?

31.

*

32.

Suppose you are explaining how to play a game to a friend
and he learns quickly. Would that happen more often
^a,
because you explained it vrell, or'
^b,
because he was able to understand it?

33.

Suppose you're not sure about the answer to a question
your teacher asks you and the answer you give turns out
to be wrong. Is it likely to happen
because she v;as more particular tlian usual, or
b.
because you answered too quickly?

3^.

If a teacher says to you, "Try to do better," would it be
because this is something she might say to get pupils
to try harder, or
^t>,
because your work wasn't as good as usual?

.
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APPENDIX C-1
DE-BRIEFING QUESTIONNAIRE:

NEUTRAL GROUP

1,

New that you have played the whole game, how well do you think
you did?
Well
Fair
Poor

2.

Did you do as vjell as you had expected?

3.

Do you think you did as well as other children who have
played this game? Yes
No

/

Yes

No

If you played the game again would you do it differently?
Yes
No
^Hovr differently?

5.

Did you think you were doing poorly at any time?

6,

Did you think there was anything you could do to perform better? Yes
No

7.

Did you know vrhich one was the correct knob?

8,

often did you get a marble for a correct response?
^Less than half of the time_
Half of the time
Almost all of the time
All of the time

9,

Are you satisfied with the number of marbles you received?
NO

No_

Yes

Yes

^No_

Hovr

Yes

.

10. Do you think others won more marbles or less marbles than you

did?

More

Less

.

11, Did you want to quit playing the game?
12.

No

Yes

Would you ever like to play the game again?

Yes

^No_
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APPENDIX C-2
DE-BRIEFING QUESTIONNAIRE:

CHANCE GROUP

1.

Novr that you have played the whole game, how
well do you think
you did?
VJell
^Fair
Poor

2.

Did you do as well as you had expected?

3.

Yes

^No

.

Do you think you did as well as other children who have played
this game? Yes
No
.

often wore you supposed to get a marble?

^.

Hovr

5.

If you played the game again would you do it differently?
No
How differently?

6,

Did you think you v;ere doing poorly at any time?

7,

Did you think there
ter? Yes
No

8,

Did you know which one was the correct knob?

9.

How often did you get a marble for a correct response?
Half of the tim e
_Less than half of the time
All of the time
Almost all of the time

vras

Yes

^No_

anything you could do to perform bet-

Yes

No

10. Are you satisfied with the number of marbles you received?
^No

Yes

Yes

.

11, Do you think others won more marbles or less marbles than you

did?
12. Did

More

Less

.

you want to quit playing the game?

No

Yes

.

you really think that you could get a marble only half of
Did you do anything special?__
^No
the time? Yes

13. Did

1^. V/ould you ever like to play the game again?

Ye s

No
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APPENDIX C-3
DE-BRIEFING QUESTIONNAIRE:

1.

SKILL GROUP

Now that you have played the whole game, how well do you think
you did? V/ell
Fair_
F^oor_
.

2,

Did you do as well as you had expected?

3.

Do you thirJc you did as well as other children who have played
this game? Yes
No

^.

How often were you supposed to be able to get

5.

If you played the game again would you do it differently?
_No,^
How differently?

6.

Did you think you were doing poorly at any time?

7.

Did you think there was anything you could do to perform better? Yes
No

8,

Did you know which one was the correct knob?

9.

Hov; often did you get a marble for a correct response?
Half of the time
Less than half of the time
All of the time
Almost all of the tnjne

10,

Yes

^No

a

marble?

^No_

Yes^^

Yes

Yes

^No

Are you satisfied with the number of marbles you received?
^No

Yes

.

11. Do you think others won more marbles or less marbles than you

did?

More

Less

12, Did you want to quit playing the game?

Yes

^No

.

13.

Did you really think that you could get a marble on every trial?
^Did you do anything special?
^No
Yes
_

1^.

Would you ever like to play the game again?

Yes

^No_

